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creating a successful fashion collection
Toni&Guy international artistic director and head of education, Cos Sakkas,
has been creating award-winning images. What has he learnt over the past
20 years? Here’s his tips for creating beautiful,
8 tips for creating a headline-grabbing collection
Fashion Business Essentials offers attendees insights into advancing one’s
career, or launching a new business.
thinking about launching a fashion business? now’s a good time
To writer, producer and director Daniel Minahan, fashion designer Roy
Halston Frowick, known as Halston, was the “first influencer.” “He’s
somebody who really succeeded on
‘halston’ boss on iconic fashion designer as ‘first influencer’ and
creating a redemption story
E!’s “Nightly Pop” host Nina Parker is turning her frustration over the lack
of apparel options for plus-size women into a new venture. Parker is
teaming with Macy’s to release a multicollection line
nina parker talks creating her first plus-size collection for macy’s
Fashion designer Halston’s tie-dye collection first dropped in the late 1960s.
Silk chiffon was draped over the body and revolutionized fashion as stylish
New Yorkers and celebrities such as
first look: how the ‘halston’ costume designer built iconic tie-dye
collection
Is the NFT gold rush over already or is it just beginning? While the days of
easy money are over, fashion brands can still make a splash in the NFT
world.
beyond the bubble: making nfts work for fashion
Betty is breaking out with a new fashion short film, 'Wounded Girl'. Discover
the behind the scenes story of the new project.
take a peek at betty’s new fashion short film ‘wounded girl’
To celebrate APAHM, we asked our favorite designers and entrepreneurs to
drop some honest wisdom about starting their own business.
how 7 aapi designers turned their love of fashion into a successful
brand
Stacey Solomon has a lot to celebrate after reportedly making “£1.5 million
in just 14 days”. The Loose Women star, 31, released her first clothing
range with the online retailer last month. And fans

November 26, 1971. Linda was two years old, her sister was six. Shortly
after she put on a fur coat, a
as a girl, sewing helped her recover from hand burns. now her
designs grace red carpets and runways
IMG, which hosts its own fashion week schedule separate from the Council
of Fashion Designers of America’s, also announced the creation of the IMG
Fashion Alliance, in which it will partner with
img fashion announces partnership with afterpay
STACEY Solomon has signed a huge six-figure money deal to launch a
fashion range with In The Style. Insiders said the Loose Women star is
expected to make more than £1million in the first three
stacey solomon signs six figure in the style fashion range deal like
jac jossa and is expected to make millions
IMVU will host a digital fashion show and showcase for nonfungible tokens
(NFTs) on May 27 to May 28. The event will feature seven emerging fashion
designers as part of the company’s goal of creating
imvu will host digital fashion and nft showcase on may 27-28
Brands are publishing manifestos to position themselves as sustainable
fashion leaders and improve transparency to consumers. Activists and
consultants explain how to get it right.
can brand manifestos make a difference?
The pandemic has been awful for garment workers, with canceled orders,
limited severance pay and medical relief. The #PayUp campaign wants to
help.
ethical fashion activists continue fighting for garment workers'
safety
Brand Partner Content* Radmila Lolly has made her mark in both the music
world and fashion industry. Her remarkable talent for designing and styling
plunged her into the fashion scene, turning heads
international musician and fashion designer radmila on her new
couture line, eltara casata
Just in time for 2021’s International Alien Day, on which space marines and
xenomorphs around the world celebrate the legacy of Ridley Scott’s Alien
film franchise, fashion designers Micheline Pitt
celebrate #alienday in style with this incredible alien x la femme en
noir fashion collection!
The New York Yankees, Los Angeles Dodgers, Chicago Cubs and St. Louis
Cardinals are represented in the first capsule.

stacey solomon in the style fashion collection ‘makes £1.5m in 14
days’
Editing down your Zara shopping cart is about to get a lot harder, seeing as
the beloved fast fashion retailer has just launched an in-house makeup
collection. Zara Beauty is debuting with a full

ralph lauren and major league baseball are teaming up for a stylish
line of fan gear
All products featured on Allure are independently selected by our editors.
However, when you buy something through our retail links, we may earn an
affiliate commission. Backstage at any pre-pandemic

zara's makeup collection is here — and it's good
Creating a brand that has staying power is no easy feat. Tara Rudes-Dann, a
third-generation fashion entrepreneur and partner of L’AGENCE breaks
down her philosophy on creating a healthy company

zara created a beauty brand with a legendary makeup artist at the
helm
Fashion brand H&M has long enjoyed the benefits of partnerships to create
limited relevant - from a successful home-shopping businesses, beauty and
books. The DVF collection with H&M is

in this iconic fashion family, empowerment runs in the jeans
Beast / Photos GettyAfter a year of virtual shows and trying to figure out the
meaning of “phygital” events, New York Fashion Week is back to its prepandemic proportions come fall—and then some. IMG,
new york fashion week is back, and here to sell you things
Fashion designer Linda Rowe Thomas remembers playing "dress-up" on
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two flints to make a fire: brand partnerships are heating up sales
and customer growth
Loose Women star Stacey Solomon's new In The Style range is said to be so
hugely popular with fans that it's made a whopping £1.5 million in just two
weeks
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stacey solomon 'makes £1.5m in just 14 days' with new in the style
fashion range
Surprise! Frankies Bikinis has teamed up with tennis player Naomi Osaka to
collaborate on her first-ever swimwear collection. The athlete showcases
her sense of style in a range of swimwear
naomi osaka is creating a frankies bikinis line: "there's a little
something for everyone"
Olivia Palermo expands her international fashion legacy with a newly
launched beauty project. Palermo is a direct reflection of the city in which
she represents worldwide.
exclusive: olivia palermo expands her international fashion legacy
with a newly launched beauty project
St. Louis apparel maker Leonard Stewart Jr. drapes and hand-stitches
garments under his label SSTEW3, a futuristic look he dubs high-fashion
streetwear. The work has earned him a collection showcase
budding fashion designer leonard stewart jr. on his wardrobe faves,
next collection, and inspirations
Two new initiatives leveraging connected products and scaling recycled
polyester aim to accelerate industry transparency and circular materials
and business models.
fashion industry advancing transparency, circularity – thread by
thread
STACEY Solomon’s In The Style clothing range has made £1.5million in
sales since its launch. The Loose Women star’s debut collection has proved
hugely popular with her fans and shoppers. Stacey,
stacey solomon’s fashion range makes £1.5m in 14 days as fans
scramble to buy her new line
As Louis Vuitton and Dior power ahead, designer departures and disposals
elsewhere in the luxury giant’s portfolio suggest its smaller fashion assets
are under scrutiny. Has the strategy really
what’s next for lvmh’s fashion group
A fashion design student's final year is all about working towards that
spring graduate fashion show — a chance to showcase their final projects to
fellow students and loved ones, and learn what it
35 standout looks from otis college's virtual graduate fashion show
Could a fashion collaboration and wanted to create clothing that women will
feel sexy and strong in whilst on the dancefloor, whether at a club or at
home. It's been such a successful and
ganni and ahluwalia collaborate on the london brand's first venture
into womenswear
After a shaky start, the Kenyan fashion and glamour industry seems to be
making headway, with young designers coming up with fine cuts that are
now making statements at international fashion shows.
made in kenya:a look at the youngest fashion designers.
For most of 2020, the model and founder of sustainable fashion label
Lemlem has quarantined is assembled by skilled hands. But when creating a
collection for a global retailer with many
h&m and lemlem partner on a very chic collaboration
In “Power Players,” change makers in the fashion industry wardrobe and
past collections. Davis and her co-designer, Autumn Randolph, wanted to
create one-of-a-kind pieces for their Depop
no sesso’s designers on the joy of creating clothes for everyone
Not only is fabric waste a global problem, the fashion industry is one of the
it’s launched a new sustainable Purpose collection that’s made from organic
cotton, water neutral denim
5 fashion labels using deadstock & recycled materials to create
super stylish collections
The Rolling Stones have combined rock ‘n’ roll with beach and surf culture
to create their SS21 fashion collection. The iconic band’s clothes and
lifestyle brand, RS No.9 Carnaby

Those collections are intended to make the brand as accessible to fashionloving consumers as possible, while keeping her luxury ready-to-wear and
namesake bridal collection at the high end.
vera wang and pronovias are teaming up to launch a new, accessiblypriced collection
“With this collection, we’re celebrating three incredibly talented and
diverse designers, all while creating our most size-inclusive collection of
original, quality dresses that we know our gu
christopher john rogers is the latest designer to have a capsule
collection with taget
On April 30, the Cazenovia College fashion programs debuted the “Look
Again” clothing collection at The Key consignment
cazenovia college fashion program debuts sustainable clothing
collection at the key
When Gucci announced they were leaving the traditional Fashion Week
schedule in with Balenciaga, it was the collection no one saw coming with a
fantastically British savoir-faire that would make
britannia is back: gucci’s latest collection puts rural riffs back on the
map
rompers make up this one-of-a-kind line. The whole collection is inspired by
the indulgent bohemian movement and represents the boho world's
prevalent trends in the fashion industry. They have
iki chic offers jaw- dropping summer boho collection fit for all
occasions
“I saw how the acceleration of fast fashion was creating a toxic disposable
culture have launched lines with a sustainable veneer: collections made
with recycled materials and sold alongside
greenwashing fashion
the Danish fashion brand announced a 19-piece collection with LVMH prize
finalist Priya Ahluwalia's eponymous label Ahluwalia and it's finally here.
“When she started out creating, her main
the ganni x ahluwalia collection is here
What is this collection doing to push fashion forward? Yes, it’s luxury but
there are plenty of independent designers creating amazing It will never be
successful if you view it as one
lena dunham’s plus-size fashion line is another missed opportunity
and he has put “Kering” logos all over a Balenciaga collection—but in those
instances, Gvasalia always had the upper hand, as the high-fashion
disruptive force putting mall brands and dad
we're going to be talking about this gucci x balenciaga collection for
years
The collection premiered on Friday (April 16) as a fashion film and was
rightfully Together, all of these signatures mixed to create its own set of
symbols, including an anatomical heart
gucci’s aria collection is a label lovers dream
Nengovhela, of Rubicon, exhibited the “Nature Meets Fashion
Sustainability” collection I used biodegradable natural fibres to create an
art form that is expressed on the garments.”
look: designers exhibit sustainable fashion at sandton city’s diamond
walk
Already a successful fashion designer and businesswoman Having been
raised by nuns in an orphanage, the perfume she went on to create was
inspired by their cleanliness and stark simplicity.
‘smell like a woman, not a rose’: chanel no. 5 100 years on, an iconic
fragrance born from an orphanage
--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Today, Walmart announced that acclaimed American
fashion make him an ideal partner for Walmart. Bringing his distinctive
design talent to our elevated brand collections

the rolling stones launch new ss21 fashion collection inspired by
beach and surf culture
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